ATCO Gas Australia installs the gas pipeline to Yanchep.

How to get a

free natural
gas connection to
your new home
at Yanchep
Golf Estate.
*

Fast, clean, efficient, hot water, cooking and
heating for your home is coming to Yanchep,
with natural gas soon to be available to
residents of the new Peet development,
Yanchep Golf Estate.
New pipes are already in your street and
are undergoing the final stages of testing,
so a standard gas service and meter can be
installed to your home at no additional cost
to you. All you need to do is:
1. Choose your lot at Yanchep Golf Estate.
2. Talk to your builder about using natural
gas for hot water, cooking in your kitchen
and alfresco and home heating.
3. Call a gas retailer who will set up an 		
account and arrange for us to connect
your service and meter to your home
at no cost*.

* For a standard connection of up to 20 metres of service line, including meter box, where
the property has street frontage and is on line of main. Other conditions may apply.
See the Connection Process Handbook available at www.atcogas.com.au for full details.

It’s our way of building a better network for all Western Australians.

The benefits
of natural gas
Choosing natural gas for cooking, heating and hot
water is a smart choice. Here’s why:

• Affordable

Natural gas is around 23% cheaper than LPG and
40% cheaper than electricity, and could save you
up to several hundred dollars a year.1

• Clean

Natural gas emits less carbon dioxide per
unit than any other fossil fuel, so it’s better for
the environment.

• Reliable

Natural gas is supplied through pipes in the 		
ground, so it’s less likely to be affected by storms
or extreme weather, so you can depend on a 		
reliable supply.

How to get the most out
of natural gas
Natural gas is ideal for cooking, heating, barbecues and hot
water generation. If you’re building in Yanchep Golf Estate,
work with your builder on how best to integrate natural gas
in your home.
This may include connections for hot water, outlets in
the kitchen and alfresco for stoves, ovens and barbecues,
as well as in living areas for heating.
Remember, once you have gas connected to your property
it’s easy to extend the range of appliances that can use it.
If you’re currently using bottled LPG, it may be possible
to convert your home to natural gas without having to buy
new appliances. We recommend you call a qualified gas
fitter who can talk to you about converting your existing
appliances and connections.

Who is ATCO Gas Australia?

• Controllable

ATCO Gas Australia is an organisation of highly skilled
and experienced people who are committed to the safe
and reliable delivery of natural gas to Western Australians.

• Comfort without compromise

As a gas distribution company, ATCO Gas Australia builds,
owns and maintains the underground network of pipelines
that bring natural gas to more than 665,000 customers
across Western Australia.

Natural gas is fast and immediate, providing total
control when cooking, so you never need to wait
for elements to heat up or cool down.
Flued natural gas heaters offer a comfortable 		
source of heating that provides instant heat without
draughts, dust or condensation. This means that
it’s also suitable for families with health conditions
such as asthma.

Based on annual residential usage of 15.8GJ including
standing charges for Natural Gas & LPG. Electricity prices from
Synergy Website, LPG prices from Elgas & Kleenheat & Natural
Gas prices from Alinta Energy, all as at 03.09.12
1

As part of the Yanchep Golf Estate development, we have
extended our network to Yanchep to enable you to connect
your home and enjoy the many benefits of natural gas.
Once you’ve talked to a retailer and had the connection
to your home established, ATCO Gas Australia will
maintain the supply, and ensure that its network is up
to and including the meter and continues to provide you
with gas to the home.
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